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College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, January 20, 1939

Alaskan Tour Is
Summer Feature

* ON THE

SIDELINES
With PHIFER

W,1

nnumerable Magazines . .

stacked row on row or piled in
an,
'ild confusion
seem
to
one
|\ J.0minent characteristic of cities
, 0ur Twentieth Century Ameri' . j. Drug stores—to say nothing
1 f shops which deal in nothing
se—display on tall racks long
j iws of magazines, varying in
;.'orth from good to bad, with the
" - ajority undoubtedly indifferent.
•M
Did you ever stop to reflect what
n la,,* commentary on life that familiar
,sr*in
- Vi tene presents?
There is so
if) r»
i.. tuch bad in the best of us, and
i much good in the worst of us,
Prj
> *iat the publishers who supply
,, merica's magazine market must
--0 ' Iter to both extremes as well as
w ^ [ the middle. Witness "Life" or
. s""iiOok," both admirable at times,
1
, ''it vying in gutter sweeping at
• f. "hers.
..
Our moralistic leanings make
i wonder why the worst of the
. Magazines must—or can be—dis,
ayed by respectable dealers. But
aybe that's merely prejudice
Cn||,
je to our "brungungs up."

»p<> >r

' '

Was Not

ways thus.
In colonial days
°
WVgazines as Well as newspapers
ok a far more serious bent.
' '1 Xv r IJ,.. For example, the "Massachus* CoWfs Magazine" offered its reads "Poetry, Musick, Biography,
the Wwiptory, Physick, Geography, Mor;lty, Criticism, Philosophy, Mathen j.
aticks, Agriculture, Architecture,
nk«
Jemistry, Novels, Tales, News,
, ,,
trriages, Deaths, Meteoroligical
nervations, Etc."
The "Etc."
" 'vered plays, essays, proceedings
....
I Congress, and engravings.
* Pksi i
1

*

rofessor Connelly

. . .

aJnot as well known a humorist
: - Co"« some of his colleagues of long'*
J standing.
Nevertheless, the
. vher day he let slip a sparkling
'
with til of repartee worthy of a—well,
<
'..MI.
Tan Eiselen or a Farley or a
ICall.
Lecturing in his economics class
>>thoogk it said that the DuPonts have
ite a stake in the powder busitt» yrittis.
[What kind?" asked one of his
•-ting hopefuls. "Face powder?"
No," said the worthy professor,
, j, ft one just as dangerous."

J

' ' jhile We're On . . . .

'he resi?wt generai topic, we noted this
•°r of athktki^ in the sedate and scholarly
|tional Geographic Magazine.
1836 the famous Colt arms
lory was founded in Hartford
nnecticut. Leo A. Borah, author
(the Geographic article, writes,
rather startled me to learn
, it this company now makes lip;S/ 6k holders as well as firearms.
Jich of the two products is the
e devastating?"
kid you know that the Internaal Relations Club at Whitman
lege in Walla Walla, Washingexcludes co-eds from its deations?
Because otherwise they
concentrate

mpus Kuts

•28;

jt

t*e e ds

mous Jokes . . . .

%

|^ho was that lady I saw you
1 last night?"
. I ran into a door."
P '• say, Johnny, that ain't the
I heard it. The way I heerd
one feller says to t'other fei
If
'Say,' he says,—"
• knew you wouldn't mind if I
A your girl out last night."
5 yj
_ -%Lr fheesees going to be a punk

f
I

!

>h-"

d^|''d like to sit on the SIDE
'S—columnist."

) Quote

|N

. . .

hat is defeat? Nothing but
Satlon; nothing but the first
to something better."—WenPhillips.

• potentially much greater selection
of broadcasting 'spots."
Additional attraction is found
in the possibility of night broad
casting, something the Campus
Studio has had little or no ex
perience with during its connec
tion with KGDM. Since almost all
of the athletic contests in football
and basketball are played at
night, in the past, few of them
have been broadcast. It is hoped
that with the new set-up there
will be greater opportunity for
Believing that traditions are an broadcasting varsity contests.
integral part of the college at NETWORK
ELTON CENCIRULO and MAX GOBEL go to town as Claude and Roger, respectively, in
KWG is a member of the Cali
mosphere, a group of senior col
the new Little Theatre hit, "George and Margaret." "Cautious Rog" and "Brother Claude" are
lege men largely composed of fornia Radio System. One of the
both in love, though Roger won't admit it. So another "Haywire Comedy" treads Pacific boards
members of the Block P Society first broadcasts scheduled to be
with an all-star cast.
met last Monday evening in An released from the Campus Studio
derson Hall to discuss ways and over that network is 'World To
means of making Pacific's rich day" by Dr. Tully C. Knoles,
heritage of traditions meaningful president of the College.
The California Radio Network
to the rising tide of Junior Col
lege freshmen.
includes the following stations:
At this meeting it was tenta KFBK at Sacramento, which is
tively agreed to sponsor the for the largest outlet in California
mation, not of a new organiza- with the exception of KPO; KWG
at Stockton; KMJ at Fresno; KYA
at San Francisco; KDRN at
Among the traditions built
Bakersfield, and KFWB at Los
up by four generations of
Angeles.
College of Pacific graduates
These stations afford complete
the following nre considered
coverage of the State of Cali
Oif outstanding importance:
fornia.
Preliminary indications are that
1. Sportsmanship must be
All future Pacific broadcasts will
By Buford Bush
shown at all athletic contests.
this year's College of the Pacific
be considered by the network for
Booing an official or showing
Presenting DeMarcus Brown's best casting job of the
Invitational Tournament for junior
1938-39 season is the current production of the Pacific discourtesy to an opponent are possible presentation over the en
colleges and inexperienced debators
tire system.
alike condemned.
Little Theatre, "George and Margaret."
will be the largest yet.
2. Upperclassmen are the
SPECIAL BROADCAST
Showing tonight and tomorrow night. Four Stars;
only ones privileged to wear
This will be the third annual Four Bells; Three whoops and a holler—Good stuff!
In honor of the innovation,
cords. Sophomores have jeans
there will be a two hour dedica
tournament, with registrations
Comedy, clever comedy, cleverly^
as their official ensignia.
tion radio program originating in
showing a steady rise from year to spoken, cleverly played by a cast that get involved. Claude and
3. Pacific's campus has tra
the Pacific Auditorium on the
year. Among those institutions that just acts natural and has Gladys are in love. They both
ditionally been free from smok
night of February 9 from 9 to
a heck of a lot of fun. Skipping
ing.
which have already signified their
11 p. m. The entire student body
the adjectives, it's congenial, capti know it. Alice does not approve.
4. "Pacific Hail," the Col
will be invited to attend the
interest are Pasadena J. C., Weber vating, catchy comedy—it's TOPS.
Frankie and Roger" are in love.
lege Hymn, is sung after all
broadcast production, which will
J. C., and U. C. L. A.
Here's the reason—the cast;
They don't know it—at least they
varsity athletic contests.
include practically all kinds of
feladys
Bobbin Gay Peck won't admit it to each other. Dud
5. Senior Benches in front
INNOVATION
talent which have been presented
Malcolm
Lucian Scott
of
Anderson
Hall
are
for
the
ley must have everything ex
over past programs.
One innovation in this year's Alice
Margaret George
use of seniors and seniors only.
SKED LATER
Dick Briggs plained. Malcolm, between read
events will be the addition to the Dudley
The new weekly schedule has
Gail Scheere ing and carrying his newspaper,
competition of inexperienced upper Frankie
tion, but of a Committee on Tra not yet been prepared, but there
Cfiiude
Elton Cencirulo performs miracles of reconcilia
division students of four year in
ditions which would have the will probably be no or few inno
Roger
Max Gobel tion.
duty of supplementing the ef vations. The Campus Studio will
stitutions.
Beer
June Sprague
Simple, isn't it? No, it aint! But forts of the Block P Society in instead try to concentrate on
Panel discussions will be held
It's Haywire! Therefore it is
enforcing Pacific's somewhat dor
the standard of its present pro
on the subjects: (1) Should the perfectly logical that George and it leaves your sense of humor
mant traditions.
chuckling
long
after
the
final
grams.
budget be balanced for 1939-1940? Margaret never arrive, neither do
EDUCATIONAL AIM
Pacific Symposium will be con
(2) Should a public works program they have anything to do with third act curtain.
The aim of the expanded agency tinued, as will Radio Stage. Pro
Personal tribute should be paid
supplant work relief? (3) Should the play. They are about to ap
the U. S. stimulate business solely pear, but than comes the final to the entire cast. There was an for re-popularizing and enforcing fessor John C. Crabbe, head of
by a lending program rather than curtain; they simply never get understanding and synchronization traditions will be first educational the Campus Studio, hopes to ar
range a night period for the latter
by a spending-lending program? there. They are the undesirable that added tremendously to the and then, if necessary, punitive.
At the first assembly of the program.
All contests will be judged, in guests, mentioned often and ex enjoyment of the play. Individ
new semester a fifteen-minute
There is certain to be a pro
cluding panel discussions as well pected much, but never coming. ually, Lucian Scott, as Malcolm,
period has been reserved for the gram of music presented by stu
as debate, oratory, and extempor It's crazy—but not for "George deserves a hand for a really fine
Block
P
to
make
clear
campus
character portrayal. As the lead
dents of the Conservatory. Just
aneous speaking. Debate will be and Margaret."
traditions to incoming freshmen.
on the regular Pi Kappa Delia
It's the engaging story of a ing character it was an excellent Present plans call for a short skit which of the other programs now
subject. Extemporaneous speak haywire family of curiously hu performance with fine gesturing which will dramatize some of the on the studio calendar will be
ing will be on the topic, "Modern man people. The Garth-Benders, and action. Margaret George and most important traditions which continued is not known at present.
if you please, consisting of Papa her voice control, change and have reigned Bengal Land for over EQUIPMENT
Education."
In addition to these important
Awards will be presented in all Malcolm, "the wise ol<j bird," tempo made Alice completely in eighty-five years.
changes, the Campus Studio is
contests to the school whose rep superbly absent minded but never teresting. Frankie had all the
COMMITTEE
laying in a supply of new equip
theless the surprisingly intelligent enthusiams of Gail Scheere and
resentative places first.
Bob Kientz was chosen tempor ment. All equipment, say the
advisor and guiding family genius teamed with Max Gobel as Roger
ary chairman of the group which directors, will consist of nothing
in his lucid moments; Mother handled the juvenile leads ad
met last Monday. He appointed but the best.
Alice, completely without lucid mirably. It wasn't mushy; it was
a steering committee to investi
Pacific's Radio Studio has had
moments and charmingly ineffi great.
gate possible courses of action. eight years of relatively success
Elton
Cencirulo
couldn't
have
cient and m i s u n d e rstanding;
That group included Bill Becker
Daughter Frankie, modernist and been slower or stuffier; it was as chairman, A1 Hedges, Paul ful broadcasting over KGDM.
spontaneous spit-fire in love and dull Claude. Dick Briggs was Lutz, Bob Kientz, George Blaufuss, This connection has given the
completely
miserable;
Brother great in "Front Page" and he Bob Coe, Erwin C. Farley, and Campus Studio an opportunity to
build up its programs to the
Dudley, says much—most of it at didn't let us down in the character Dr. Harold S. Jacoby.
present status. Those allied with
the wrong time; Brother Claude, of Dudley. Bobbin Ga^ Peck
o
the studio
wish
to
express
boresomely dull and anxious to handled the few speaking lines
of Gladys as a fine supporting
through the columns of the Pa
have others the same.
cific WEEKLY their appreciation
Completing this hilarious group character.
June Sprague's interpretation of
for KGDM's cooperation during
is friend Roger, "cautious Rog"
the past eight years.
until he, too, goes berserk; Maid Beers quite fulfilled the build up
o
Gladys, expert on "sniffles" also which Dudley did everything in
miserable and also in love; Beers the world to make good.
Administrator Aubrey Williams
o
—there is some question here—
announced late last week that the
but excellent.
National Youth
Administration
The plot is simple; it's the
student aid program for 1938-1939
antics, situations, and dialogue
opened with an enrollment well
over 300,000. This number is an
increase of 68,000 over the figure
At the post-chapel meeting in for the corresponding period in
At their last meeting the Execu
room 212 of the Administration the preceding year.
tive Committee of the USA voted
Building, Dr. Ward Willis Long
This great increase in Student to support the sale of badges in
is still discussing the Conservative Aid enrollment, sayi Mrs. Will the President's Infantile Paralysis
Point of View in Religion. The iams, is due to the enlarged fund Drive. Junan Bronzich was ap
THE ABOVE DIAGRAM shows the new parking regulations
last discussion of this series will quotas allocated to schools and pointed
chairman, assisted by
adopted by the Student Affairs Committee. Going into effect
be held next Tuesday at 11:40 colleges, and to the familiarity Trevor Griffiths.
with the new semester, the new rules prohibit parking on those
The committee also voted to
a. m. All are invited.
streets and parts of streets which are made wide on the above
with procedure which enabled the
Five Pacificites journeyed to
Fire was the insperation for the educational institutions to com award certificate merits to its
diagram. Anderson Hall appears as a blank space for purposes
Sacramento last Friday, January chapel last Tuesday morning.
of orientation.
plete their arrangements earlier members, similar to those issued
13, to be guests of the Y. M. C. A
Highlights of the program was for participation in the Student in debate and other activities.
and Y. W. C. A. at dinner, and the vocal solo, "He Shall Be Like
Chairman Art Irish will be aided
Aid Program.
to give the Sacramento clubs some a Refiner's Fire," sung by Doug
Affiliated
withe
the
Works by Junan Bronisch and Bill Bid
ideas about the organization of las Taylor, a Russian carol sung
Progress Administration, the dick.
Pacific's Student Christian Asso by the A Capella Choir, and the
Closer linking of various organ
N. Y. A. was established three
ciation.
gesthetic interpretation of the years ago to supply jobs for ization's will be one of the keynotes
After dinner, which was held in "Fire Spirt" by Verna Dunstan.
colleges and high school students of the coming semester. To this
Hart's Cafeteria, the delegates
o
who otherwise, because of finan end the following suggestions were
from Pacific gave talks on the
cial difficulties, would not be able made: (1) official representation
various functions oiS the S. C. A.
to further their education. Eighty of both Pan-Hellenic and InterThose attending were Grant Colstudents of the Stockton Junior fraternity Councils on the Execu
New campus traffic regulations^ in back of Men's Hall and in liver, who spoke on the interest
College and the College of the tive Committee, (2) closer relation
were passed by the Student Af front of. the Science Building and groups; Carol Meyers, who talked
Pacific
have been helped in this ship between the faculty and the
fairs Committee at its last meet Conservatory.
on the work groups; and Mrs.
Executive
Committee,
enabling
The Stockton Junior College In way.
It is hoped that these regula Joyce Jacoby, who discussed the
ing on Wednesday, January 18.
each
to
sit
in
at
the
other's
meet
troduction
to
Business
Manage
The
Administration
does
not
re
tions
will
protect
students
during
They will go into effect the first
purpose bf the S. C. A. Sam
ings, and (3) official representa
day of the new semester, Jan school hours and will afford more Takagesh (by special request) ment Class visited Humphrey's strict either sex. Female students
tion to the Board of Trustees'
adequate parking space.
from Sacramento, lead the singing Business College last Monday as well as male have the oppor
uary 31.
meetings.
tunity
to
secure
employment
night
to
learn
various
mechanical
Bill Biddick, Martin Pulich, and and was assisted by Grace KaThe new rules will include the
In regards to the re-establish
through the services of
the
devices of modern business.
blocking off of Science Lane, Mary Galton were appointed to a neda.
ment of the Honor System, the
Fifty students enjoyed a lecture N. Y. A.
The Sacramento Y. W. C. A. and
Chapel Way, and Campus Way committee to study the problems
N. Y. A. work on the campus members discussed the possibility
on week days from 8:00 a. m. to of cheating in class, and will join Y. M. C. A. are planning to unite and demonstration given by John
yet-tO-be-selected faculty and *' form a S, C. A. Last Fri- R. Humphreys, Jr., on these dif may be secured through the busi of an Honor Court, trying those
6:00 p. m. Double parking will be with
guilty of violating the code of hon
allowed on Stadium Drive and members in doing away with ; day was their regular monthly ferent devices. Mr. Robert Fenix ness office or the Student Em
or
which students hope to enfor«§.
ployment
Bureau.
is
their
instructor.
| meeting.
other parking places will be found cheating.

'Revive Pacific
Traditions,' Is
New Slogan
Committee to Cooperate
With Block "P"
In New Effort

Harris Will Lead
C. 0. P. Creative
Leisure Classes

You Remember . .

Assembly Speaker
Is Dr. Reinhardt

Dr. Aurelia Reinhardt spoke be
fore assembly yesterday on the
subject "As You Like It, giving
illustrations to show the necessity
of formulating a philosophy of
freedom of mind, body and spirit,
in contrast to that of the military
regime.
"It is necessary to formulate
your philosophy to uphold a
civilian life, so as to be able to
follow your own interests or in
tended profession," said Dr. Rein
hardt. "We need more of the
16th century point of view of
men strong, women beautiful, and
, age wise."

No. 16

After eight years of broadcasting over KGDM, Pa
cific's Campus Studio has switched connections and all
future programs will be released through radio station
KWG.
Affiliation with KWG will give the Campus Studio a

Religious Ed.
Dep't Has
New Courses

Dr. Radin Next
Lecturer

During Final Week

Switch From KGDM To Take Place
At Beginning of New Semester

Alaska will be the destination for the College of the
Pacific's annual post-session summer tour scheduled
for the two week period from July 22 to August 6.
This year's tour to the land of gold and salmon will
be led by Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president of the College

of the Pacific. Assisting the diMt
ector, Dr. Knoles, will be Pro
fessor George C. Jensen and Miss
Grace Carter, who will act as
hostess.
In 1934 one of the most popular
trips in the history of Pacific
tours was conducted by Dr. G. A.
Werner to the- same northern out
post of U. S. sovreignty. Registra
tion for the 1934 trip totalled
forty-four, the largest in the
history tours sponsored by the
College. This year's enrollment is
expected to reach or supass that
With the addition to its cur
figure.
riculum of two courses in creative
COURSES OFFERED
recreation, the College of the Pa
Two courses will be offered on cific becomes one of three Pacific
the tour, History of the Pacific Coast colleges offering courses in
Northwest and Alaska (2 or 4 creative leisure leadership, includ
units) by Dr. Knoles, and Com ing training in materials, objec
parative Education (2 or 4 units) tives, techniques and organization.
by Professor Jensen.
The Department of Religious
The directors of the tour wish Education in cooperation with the
to emphasized that it is, not Physical Education Departments
necessary to register for courses will answer a community request
in order to join the tour. Units and add to the present course on
desired may be obtained at reg Creative Leisure Time Activities,
ular summer session rates. Busi a two unit survey and training
ness management for all-expense course on group work designed
tour is in charge of the Charles particularly for leaders of boys'
Travel Service.
and girls' club activities.
Active participation has been
ITINERARY
Leaving Stockton on the South obtained from community organiza
ern Pacific Special, the party will tions such as the Scouts, Camp
take in Portland, Tacoma, and Fire Girls, Girl Scouts, City Rec
Seattle. Embarking in Seattle on reation Department, W. P. A. Rec
the S. S. Alaska, the tourists will reation Service, and the Red Cross.
skirt the Canadian share to These agencies will furnish staff
members who will assist in prac
Alaska.
Features of the trip will be tical demonstrations on such sub
glaciers, totem poles, Russian ca jects as these: How a leader pro
thedrals and block houses, historic ceeds with a group; craft and exshrines, gold mines, and consist pressional activities including cre
ative dramatics, story telling, and
tently magnificent scenery.
writing; community singing; na
SUMMER SESSION
ture study; the ' camp program;
The regular summer session fea and counseling.
tures the Pacific innovation, a
The course, scheduled for Wed
five-week term lasting front June nesday evening from 7:00-9:00 p.
19 to July 21. Courses are to be m., under the instructorship of
offered in practically all depart Mr. Lawton Harris, executive sec
ments of the regular college, as retary of the Eastbay Church Fed
well as in the conservatory. Pa eration and present instructor of
cific's Little Theatre will be active Creative Leisure Time Activities,
with three plays being presented will be open to students, prospec
on three different stages.
tive recreation leaders, and active
Visiting instructors include Ed community leaders.
ward S. Betz and Charlotte
The present course on the ma
Spalteholz from
the Stockton terials and practice of leisure time
Junior College; George C. Jensen, activities in church, school, club,
principal of Sacramento Senior playground, and community house
High School; and Erford A. Mc will continue in the second semes
Allister, instructor at San Mateo ter. Instruction in folk games,
dances, low organization games,
jhnior Colleg.e
LAKE TAHOE
traditional game boards, campfire
Immediately following the programs, and community sings
Alaska tour, the College of the will be emphasized as well as
Pacific will hold its annual post- actual leadership practice among
session at Lake Tahoe, the dates community organizations.
o
being August 7 to 26. Instruction
will be offered in the fields of
Princeton University has re
botany, education, history, and ceived a special grant to finance
political science.
a study of the effects of the Or
Accommodations at Lake Tahoe son Welles broadcast of the in
will be at Zephyr Point, the same vasion from Mars.
place as at last year's post-session.
Students may register for from
two to four units credit which
will apply on either degrees or
credentials.

PACIFIC WEEKLY

Campus Studio
Outlet K. W. G.

TWO GREAT LOVERS

Dr. Knoles To Direct Tour Leaving
Stockton July 22; Return August 6

udents of the science and art
speech will readily recognize
situation faced by Mr. Roundand his partner when they
ire called upon for their selecno just seven minutes before
close of the period.
Atckily for them, three young
ies volunteered at the last mont. That's one occasion when
9 interp student can rejoice—
ed by the belie (s).
'rofessor Bodley's weekly joke
I stronger than usual a couple
)ks ago. "A young boy monL" said the maestro, "asked his
ia monkey what book he ought
The College of Pacific Lecture
jget at the library.
'Get a series will present as its third
k by Darwin,' replied the papa, speaker Dr. Max Radin, head of
nkey, 'He'll make a man of the California School of Juris
prudence, who will speak on "The
Law of a Free People" in the
Auditorium February 1 at 8:20
fling about King Arthur and
Round Table? If you do, you p. m.
Dr. Radin, who is a noted author
y recall the account of Sir
and legal authority, received his
ahad's exploits in the kitchen
A.B. at the College of the City of
king biscuits.
That's when
New York, I.B. at New York Uni
, :j fchthood was in flour.
:icidentally, have you heard Dr. versity, and his Ph.D. at Colum
bia. Among some of his most
elen's two sentences descripfamous books are "A Handbook
J of the period of gallant
of Roman Law," "A Handbook of
jfcht and fair lady?
(Why
Anglo-American Legal History,"
^es were ALL fair then is
and his most recent "The Law and
'e than we could ever figure
Mr. Smith," which is currently
. but just refer to the stories!)
'n the days of King Arthur winning favor.
Admission will be by season
in Sir Launcelot ruled the
ticket or general admission.
—I mean the joust—an army
Admission wlil be 25 cents for
C motion sounded like an accistudents and 40 cents for the gen
v t going somewhere to happen
;ise were the days when they eral public.
o
V ! to sew their buttons on with
oldering iron."

50

LEKLY

No Edition Of The

Comedy Given Four Bells

J. C. Tourney
Held Here
Feb. 9-11

REVIEW PRAISES
THEATRE PLAY

"George and Margaret" Is Well Cast;
Scott, George In Excellent Performance

STREET CLOSED!

N. Y. A. Helps
80 At Pacific

_ong Concludes
Series Tuesday

Sacramento
Entertains
Local S. C. A.

S.A.C.TO ENFORCE NEW
PARKING REGULATIONS
Science Lane, Chapel Way, Campus Way
To Be Closed Next Semester

J. C. Class Visits
Business School

President's Drive
Is Supported
By P. S. A.

.

:
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Weekly Feature ® Editorial Page
PACIFIC WEEKLY FRIDAY, JANUARY 20, 1939

WHAT MAKES A TRADITION? . . .
There's only one answer to that one: school spirit.
College traditions are not something that mushroom
up over night. They are the accumulation of yeais
of undergraduate activity with each new class mak
ing some contribution to the traditional lore or the
spirit underlying it. Ecich cleiss m3.kes some conti 1bution in the hope of solidifying the student body in
one common spirit. That is the foundation upon
which the whole structure of traditions is built, the
basic element which gives meaning to traditions.
The traditions of the Pacific Student Association
afford a fine example of the part school spirit has
played in the development of the student body or
ganization. Since 1851, class after class of students
has attended Pacific, each adding something to the
list of traditions or BY OBSERVING THEM, RE
INFORCING THE PACIFIC SPIRIT. These tra
ditions, by themselves, mean little; it is the feeling
behind them that counts.
The advent of the Stockton Junior College on the
Pacific campus has given many students, who would
otherwise never have had the opportunity, the chance
to become an integral part of the oldest student body
in the West, steep themselves in the traditional spirit
of Pacific. Some Junior College students are slow
to recognize the unique advantages they enjoy on
the Pacific campus. They violate, knowingly or un
knowingly, PSA traditions which have been handed
down from class to class for eighty-seven years. They
seemingly fail to realize that these are not restrictions
placed upon them to hamper their individual liberty,
but a manifestation of Pacific spirit that has stood
the test of time and has the unanimous endorsement
of four generations of Pacific undergraduates.
Freshman classes are getting larger each year
and the PSA ranks swelling to record proportions,
but the unifying spirit that should accompany this
upward surge in numbers has been on the decline.
What is needed on this campus is a renaissance
of that spirit. Freshmen and sophomores of today
are the juniors and seniors of tomorrow. Lower
classmen must realize that if the Pacific spirit is to
exist and flourish, the PSA traditions must be ob
served. The newly-organized Traditions Group feels
that there ARE freshmen and sophomores who want
the most out of their college Jife, who will realize
what Pacific traditions and spirit mean when they
are fully acquainted with them.
A tradition is worthless unless it receives active
backing. WAKE UP, MEN! WE HAVE SOME
THING HERE!

A PERPLEXING PROBLEM
arises, now that the Board of Athletic Control has
voted to permit sophomore athletes of the PSA to
choose whether they want to play on the Stockton
J. C. teams or the Pacific varsity squads. That ques
tion concerns the nature of the awards to be given
sophomores who play on the Junior College teams.
A tentative plan forwarded by Athletic Director
Bob Breeden calls for a reversal of the Block P sweat
ers, encircled black letter on orange background in
stead of orange on black. This would meet with the
strong objection of the Block P Society, to whom the
letter P stands for Pacific and not the Pacific Stu
dent Association. There would also probably be a
kick-back from the Stockton Board of Education,
which would undoubtedly favor a Block S award.
A Block S sweater would be fine if the J. C. play
ers were not members of the PSA. An award of this
nature would tend to disrupt the feeling of unity in
the PSA and draw the undergraduates in the J. C.
apart from the Senior College student body. Any
such move would strike a vital blow at the Pacific
system of traditions, the advantage of which is in
valuable to J. C. students. The award is made by
the PSA and should be indicative of that fact.
The WEEKLY has a plan to offer that may aid
in solving the problem. Let numeral sweaters be
given as they have been in the past to freshmen, with
the addition of one or two stripes. As a freshman, a
Stockton J. C. team member would get a numeral
sweater with one stripe; as a sophomore, he would
receive a two-stripe numeral award. The numeral
would not change, but remain an indication of the
class to which the wearer belonged.
If this system of double numerals might be a bit
confusing, it would cause no repercussions from any
group. If the Board of Athletic Control deemed it
too unorthodox, we would suggest replacing the nu
meral with CUBS on the front of the sweaters, re
taining the one and two stripe idea.
Whatever decision is made regarding awards to
second-year J. C. men, we hope that it will not widen
any breach between the students of the Junior College and those of the Senior institution. Preserving
the unity of the PSA comes foremost.

By BASTIAN

ANGELIC VISITOR
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WHEN YOU

Eemd

By GLADYS HUGHES

A FEW "QUICKIES"
This week, turning our muchly
harrassed brain from term papers
and approaching finals for the
moment, we take a quick squint
at the better books available at
any public or lending library. If
you get too fagged out with study
ing, how about turning to some
thing light and frothy to ease
that tired brain? They tell me
that if you do so, when you do
turn back to studying your mind
has been so refreshed, there's
nothing to the hardest paper. You
can rattle it off in a minute.
ED'S Note: That's what they say!
Murder mysteries are about the,
best thing I know for the tired
brain, and if you want some
"moneys," try any written by
John Latimer. Some of his best
are: "Headed for a Hearse," "The;
Dead Don't Care," "Murder in a
Madhouse," and "The Lady in the
Morgue." "Murder in a Madhouse"
is usually rated just about the
finest thing he has turned out,
but your reviewer prefers "The
Lady in the Morgue." Of course,
if you can't stand a naughty word
and some slightly risque situations
these are not the books for you,
but if you like fun and lots of
it, these are your meat. Try them
for good murders, well solved,
and three of the looniest detec
tives in creation.
REALISM
Slightly heavier in the reading
line, but well worth your time,
is Vqya Brittain's "Testament of
Youth," an autobiography of sur
prising depth and power. Miss
Brittain has used her own ex
periences to tell the story of a
generation, that generation which
had its hopes blasted and its col
lective future distorted in the
maelstrom of war. We guarantee
that you will not be able to finish
this book without having been
mpved to your very soul. As an
active participant in the care of
the wounded during the war, Miss
Brittain saw sights that left their
indelible mark on her mind, and
she has been able to put these
pictures on paper in a way that is
most effective. Read it both for
the information it contains and
the emotional thrill it can give
you.
That, in our humble opinion,
is about twice thirty for today—
and enough to take care of your
leisure time for the next week,
so we bid you adieu until after
finals. Tallyho.

BASEBALL INTEREST

Student Work Is
On Exhibit

stimulated by the "June in January" weather, is stir
ring in the breasts of more than several Pacific ath
letes these days. iiger diamond enthusiasts are
planning to meet in the near future, discuss plans for
organizing a team this spring and getting adminis
trative support. If the boys can get the PSA Execu
tive Committee behind the program, they might be
able to "swing the deal." The day when the Tiger
nine takes the field against the California Bears or
the St. Mary's Phoenix may not be so far off at that!

E. Grace Ward of the Art De
partment has announced an ex
hibition of student work in the
art studies on the second floor of
Weber Hall next Thursday and
Friday.
The showing will feature work
by both Junior College and Senior
College students, and will be rep
resentative of work submitted this
semester.
The exhibit will be open to the
public from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
There is no admission charge.

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK
All Rome was wrapped in mourn
ing.
Each heart beat slow with pain;
Not for an army vanquished;
Not for a legion slain.
But then as now each student
Felt terror in his soul
Who found exams approaching
And hadn't cracked a scroll.
II
From Forum to the Campus,
From gate to city gate,
No Roman student trod the
streets,
No Roman had a date.
But each was in his chamber;
By flickering candle light:
A thumb-worn textbook at his left,
A grammar at hi? right.
Ill
For student customs change not,
Though countless years have
passed,
And then as now each scholar
Had left all for the last.
In vain each student struggles,
In vain his time devotes
To read the hieroglyphics
He calls a set of notes.
IV.
While those who put their faith in
The potency of prayer
Besought with sacrificial rites
For marks beyond compare.
But here and there's a mocker
Who at such fancies scoffs;
They waste no prayers upon the
gods,
B.ut use them on the profs.
But now had TEMPUS FUGIT,
The blue books were come back,
And where had gleamed a spot
less white
Returned red, green, and black.
Then by the rolling Tiber
Was sorrow- and dismay,
For "F's" there were aplenty
Alas, but scarce an "A".
VI.
Ah, many were the flunkers!
How other could it be
When e'en a "hundred" paper
Could only rate a "C?"
And all the tens and twenties.
Marked in the Roman way,
Tell why we hear these papers
Called "exes" to this day.
VII.
For even Archimedes
His physics wrote in vain,
And Euclid found geometry
Was anything but plane;
While Military Science
Found- Caesar mortal hit,
And Croesus flunked accounting;
St. Aqigustine, Bib Lit.
VII.
The history department
Had turned T. Llvy back;
Horatius flunked in football,
And Mercury in track.
In vain 'tis said Diogenes
An honest mark was seeking,
And as for Marcus Cicero,
He flunked In public speaking.
M. A. .CANDIDATES
All students who are planning
to receive their Master of Arts
Degree in June, 1939, are asked
to communicate with Robert E.
Burns, Registrar, before Saturday,
January 21.
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Gates, let's investithe things that make
' *>k socially around here.
1 Vv
"'y ski-enthusiasts—and some
!' Ve Ju8t Plain enthusiasts—
' t
• , <
this campus enjoyed the
slK
(.jat nival last Saturday p. m.
1 those present were Zeke
I
"• dM [ Barbara Caswell, Johnny
•. t:h, Dorothy Comer, Mary
" *
tpwell, Johnny Bryant, Betty
* , f|> Mtthews, Ted Norton, Jean
« . 5 tr||ijn, George Wilson, Roy
. i-,-..1
sj Allen Breed, Walt Gilgert,
Unt, Dottie Guerin, Dick
tl,, Mr. and Mrs. Doug Silva,
fried, Glen Shaljean, Clair
Nadine Esplen, Roger
to
Earl Hedemark, Joyce
un, Louis Kenworthy, Dick
Bert Trulson and Ward
• • the
-lo.

Archania Schedules
Informal Radio Dance
Saturday Evening

Dean Berg
Is Party
Hostess
Miss Delphine Ferroggiaro, past
president of the A. W. S., was
presented with the traditional en
graved gavel at a surprise party
held in her honor at the home of
Dean Opal Berg, Tuesday evening
at 8 p. m.

Pacific Couple Former Pacific
Girl In S. F.
Tells Of
Exposition
Betrothal

Coming as a complete surprise
to their many friends was the announcqjnent Monday evening at
Tau Kappa Kappa house of the
engagement of Miss Barbara Fos
ter to Mr. David Brubeck.
Miss Foster is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Foster of
Petaluma, California, and a sopho
more student at Pacific. Mr. Bru
beck is the youngest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard P. Brubeck of
lone, California, and active in
compus life. Miss Foster is affili
ated with the Order of Rainbow
for Girls.
Among the selected few chosen
to first hear the interesting news
were Misses Betty Harvey, Bar
bara Gammons, Jean Strong, Nona
Ryder, Harriet Henderson, Aline
Durst and Ellen Deering; Mes
sieurs Bob Lucas, Bob Christensen, Bill Johnston, Ed Yelland,
Herbert Rhode and Fred Garri
son.
No date has been set for the
wedding, but it will probably be
an event of this summer. Mr.
Brubeck plans to complete his
education at the University of
Washington next fall.

To Miss Virginia Hall goes the
honor of being the sales girl for
the Redwood Empire to the thou
sands of people who will visit
Treasure Island. She will spend
quite some time traveling through
the district to acquire even more
knowledge about the district than
she already possesses.
The winner is stately and tall,
with titan hair and well molded
features. She has a very pleasing
personality, a great deal of poise.
During the years that she has
lived in Marin County she has
acquired much information con
cerning that district.
Miss Hall went to Marin after
having lived in Stockton and re
ceived her education in the Stock
ton schools and the College of the
Pacific.
Miss Hall has been engaged in
conducting a circulating library
in Larkspur. She also is an able
assistant to Maybelle Culpepper,
realtor.
We wish Virginia Hall all of
the luck in the world and also
success in her new venture.
* * *

Dr. Amelia Reinhardt
Is
A. A. U.W. Guest
Here Yesterday

A modernistic theme will be car-^Ferguson, Dick Bentley, Melva
ned out at the informal radio '
Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardt,•ship." Awards for this and the
Boone, Floyd Swagerty, Barbara
dance which is being held at the
president of Mills College and re other 13 are made by seven wom
Foster,
A1
Hedges,
Edith
Kidder,
Alpha Kappa Phi house Saturday
cently home from a world tour, en scholars who are outstanding
night for members and their Dick Eaton, Alleen Bolter, John
was speaker for the San Joaquin
guests.
ny Owens, Jean Morrall, Dale
branch of the American Associa in their fields. Their high stan
A
regular
meeting
scheduled
for
In keeping with the theme, neon Rose, Lois Lyons, Martin Shearer,
tion of University Women last dards of selection have made A. A.
and frosted glass lights will be Norma Jean Weaver, Wade Beck- the evening, preceded the party.
night at the home of Dr. and U. W. fellowships a prized distinc
used with the house colors blue with, Chairman Cash, Stan Vaughn, Comnig Big Sister events were
Mrs. T. C. Knoles. Her subject tion.
and yellow predominating in the Norma Bentley, Fred Dodge, Her- discussed by Betty Rae Stone,
was "Palestine and University
These fellowships are given, not
present
A.
W.
S.
leader
and
a
decorations.
Women in the Near East."
tha Raush, Pete Whitaker, Sonnie
to get a certain piece of work
Dick Eaton is chairman of the Lovelock, Francis Hellman, Jean meeting arranged for all of the
In addition to her duties as a done, but to "develop people." The
dance with Bob Bovey head of La Rue, Bill Scantlebury, Virginia big sister volunteers. It was an
lecturer and the president of The Association is eager to see
nounced
that
May
Wygart
had
the refreshment committee and Nelson, Bob McCarthy, Betsy
Mills, Dr. Reinhardt is an elo women given a full share in the
Martin Shearer ' in charge of the Jones, George Tomasini, Mary been selected as chairhian for the
quent advocate of belter under intellectual life of this country. In
events. Duties of the big sisters,
decorations.
standing among nations. She has college and university posts par
Stone, Grant Colliver, Genevieve
ably furthered the vork of such ticularly, A. A. U. W. is con
Immediately following the af Davidson, Bill Johnson, Harriett according to Betty Rae, will in
clude
aiding
the
new
girls
in
reg
organizations as the National Com cerned that women should have
fair, members will return for their Henderson, Emrys Lloyd, Mary
istration, escorting them around
formal initiation.
mittee on the Cause and Cure of opportunities in" proportion to
Palm, Harold Dieckmann.
the campus and participating in
War and the Institute of Pacific their abilities. In some parts of
Those attending the dance will
Dr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller
the
final
event
which
will
be
held
Relations.
be: Betty Kirkpatrick, Jerry Bent- and Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall have
the world today women are being
m r
ly, Wanda Woods, Ralph Trembly, been Invited to attend as patron Thursday, February 2, in the form
Each year the A. A. U. W. shut out of such positions. A. A.
of
a
faculty
reception.
4
Cft.j 'rest of the mob, who didn't Betty Wood, Roy Haney, Jean and patronesses.
awards graduat' fellowships to U. W. believes that this situation
A tea honoring the graduating
. ' tjnming. or go home, atpromising women scholars. For can be met, not by argument, but
senior girls was suggested and
i fuj, f°'i|the Opera Ballet in the
one year the fellowship sets its by seeing to it that there are
met with approval. The affair
•. ' ! -'ium. The show was a comholder free to carry on indepen women so exceptionally well pre
will be scheduled for a date in
: ell-out.
dent research in her cho3on field, pared in their fields that an apthe
late
Spring.
J
* * •
without financial obligations ex appointment institution cannot af
' nd 1,1
A sum of $25 will be set aside
nek ago tonight about thirty
cept to do a first-rate piece of ford to pass them by. The train
(1 _
•
•
»
by the A. W. S. council in the
u -,,tes were school-spirited
work.
ing of such a first-rate scholar is
following term to be used as a
J to hop down to San Jose
The association has a two-fold long and expensive. Fellowships
reserve
fund
for
needy
students.
r# bj game.
Several after-game
purpose In supporting fellowships: are given to help make such
The question of self government
'
jthers celebrated the nearto encourage that free inquiry training possible.
was
introduced
and
discussed
by
S|,Uj8
[ Stan Shane, Clyde LindAnnouncement was made this
which is the basis for the ad
Besides supporting the national
College of the Pacific's Indus
the
group.
It
was
decided
that
a
,
>ot Stegall, Lester Sweet, week of the election at Alpha
vance of civilization, and to aid fellowship, the San Joaquin branch
Cinematic caricatures character committee would be chosen to trial Management class visited the
n* iUi
,la WCossitt,
Janet McGinnis,
gifted women in equipping them maintains gift scholarships *ere
Stockton Iron Works Thursday,
Iw; <-'onsker, Mary Stone, Grant Theta Tau sorority of new offi ized the winter informal dance at work on this student problem.
selves to play a part in that at the College of Pacific.
January 12. There they observed
Present
at
the
meeting
were
cers
for
the
Spring
semester.
June
Epsilon
Lambda
Sigma
house
last
•n Erwln Farley, Dick Paadvance.
Dr. Reinhardt was entertaine'd
Miss Delphine Ferroggiaro, Miss the processes used in forming and
PriM Bill Johnson and Haworth Lane, retiring president of the Friday night.
Dr. Reinhardt, who in her stu at dinner and luncheon while she
molding iron and iron products
Opal
Berg,
Betty
Rae
Stone,
Alice
yere among those present. house, presided at the business
dent days was awarded an A. A. was here. She was the guest of
Gar bos and Gables were ex
Tilton, Holly Hall, Virginai Sach, from raw materials to the finished
rir.j.-^l—Xhe team also made the meeting.
School days were the theme of U. W. fellowship, has said much honor at dinner at the home of
ecuted by Virginia Lee Chapman and Bonnie Smith.
stages.
the Zetagathean sport dance last concerning the plan: "We are in Mrs. Dewey Powell. Also she was
Officers,
headed
by
Minnie and Mimi Gould and adorned the
Friday evening in the S. E. A. too much of a. hurry in this entertained at luncheon yesterday
country. It takes time for minds at the Wolf Hotel. Others attend
iy .ing the fruits of an Asilo- Sawyer as the new president, in walls for the occasion.
rooms.
Jmance (to wit: one eight- clude: Virginia Weston, vice-presi
Herman
Sapiro's orchestra
Doris Bishofberger, president of to mature. That is what a fel ing were Dr. and Mrs. Farley, Dr.
, _ ttter), Bob Bovey is deep dent; Muriel Logerwell, recording played for dancing between the
the society, appointed Mae Vignolo lowship gives—time for intellec and Mrs. Knoles, Dr. and Mrs.
. Iream of a southern Cal. secretary; Artelle Baxter, corres
McCall, Dr. Coder, Mrs. Albeniz,
general chairman of the attractive tual gestation."
hours
of
eight-thirty
and
twelve
ponding secretary; Anne HodgOne of these fellowships has Mrs. John Landrum and Misses
affair. Decorations in keeping with
o'clock.
kins, treasurer.
the theme were carried out in an been named "The Aurelia Henry Eleanor McCann, Patty Pierce
Bette Flickinger, first directress;
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Patton,
Bell! to Barbara Nauman
interesting color scheme of blue Reinhardt International Fellow- and Grace Ward.
V •> VitlKD! hs a sprained knee as a Charlotte Meeske, second direct Mr. and Mrs. John Clark, and
and white. Programs for the dance
)f winter sports last week- ress; Frances Branstad, third di
By FRANCES HULL
•out of every hundred are good- took the form of miniature blue
Mrs.
Ethyl
Flack
were
patrons
;lir jji Lnd she thought football rectress; Verna Dunstan, treas
Ask any old grad.
looking, a definite step-up com books.
urer; Bea McCarl, sergeant-at- and patronesses.
Hostesses for the occasion were
•EM t» tin rough sport.
If he tells the truth, he will pared to the estimates of two
arms; Evelyn Cary, historian; Lois
Planning the affair were Misses
Doris Bishofberger, Mae Vignolo,
?rf«nt tm,
admit
that
Pacific
has
the
most
s like the Night Riders Genochio, custodian; Jackie Park Jean Miller, Marion Bach, Gould,
years ago, in which he stated that Norma Keeble, Dorothea BreitillMla botrii
een ridin' again . . _ . at er, musician; and Margaret George, Jane Jordan, Olive Krueger, Mar beautiful crop of co-eds it has 32 per cent of the girls could be weiser, Betty Moore, Wanda Ger
HoWi ihn
seen since pre-depression days.
lat's what we're told. Re- housemanager.
man, Peggy Bingham, Gladys Sangaret Trabert, Pat Seavers, Adrian Pacific has blossomed out this rated as nice-looking.
<"» foinfti is of Buck Benny.
*
*
*
guinetti,
Lucille Anderson, Har
To
what
can
we
attribute
this
pntir MM!
* # #
Squires, Barbara Harrison and year for a new high mark in
riet Kientz, Florine Buoy, Elva
• •
rapid
transition?
There
are
in
feminine
pulchritude.
A Frosh Club mixer party and
ITION:
Betty Rae Stone.
German, Pauline Crawford, Pat
The observing senior men tell numerable factors which may be
dance has been planned for Feb
ijr many i hell's column: that which
Mu Zeta Rho sorority completed
Hostesses for the evening were
Mitchell, Claudina Houser, Leona
us that there were pretty girls considered as influential — the
ruary 1 in the S. C. A. rooms
, u w iki i ek wasn't.
Misses Alice Tilton, president; in their class—sure, lots of them, fetching fame of our football Esmond, Aileen Buoy, Marjorie for the special benefit of incoming plans last night for their twenty• ami on lit
* *
fifth annual winter formal to be an
McDonald,
Catherine Saunders,
Seavers, Jean Morrall, Lora Lou but every year there has been a team, the popularity of our beau
students.
ogrim. 5 there any connection beMildred Field.
event
of Friday evening, February
tiful
campus,
or,
perhaps,
the
At a special meeting of the
Childs, Virginia Sack, Chapman, definite incline, a remarkable im
• i'Omega
r Or
Phi's reception last
Their escorts included
Bob
fact
that
that
Pacifio
has
the
10.
provement.
This
year
the
Fresh
Frosh
Club
Monday
night,
it
was
Mary
Barbara
Baer,
Squires,
Jean
(for honorary members and
The regular monthly meeting of
and than Wp
Bovey, pick Sales, Don Haycock,
i!
Herman Sapiro and his orchestra
of impending finals? Ortho Meta Para was held last Caubu, Gould, Stone, Marguerite man Class of '38-'39 tops them all, best looking men of any school Don Fernades, Glenn Pruitt, Paul unanimously decided that the
,
pi' "*timity
west of the Rockies.
they say.
club was of value to the Fresh will play for the affair between
Greenberg,
Junior
Matthews,
Ted
hrtbniakonT 4 the price of apples has Tuesday, January 17, at 7:30 in Etzel, Dorothy Sack, Barbara Lee
It makes us wonder If all of
Of the students who entered Pa
Room 111 of Weber Hall. Some Squires, Jean Ferguson, Doris
Eschwig, Ernest Meyers, Chuck men of the College, and that it nine and one o'clock.
was tbo
cific in Setpember a little less this beauty, concentrated in one
Rankin,
Jean
Arnot,
Jean
Morgan,
important
business,
including
the
Warmer, Warren Journey, Jack should be continued next semester.
iff this
i
Pat Carson, who is general chair
A nominating committee was ap
..^.(jj^andered over to see Queenle society's page in this year's Naran- Jordan, Reba Sinclair, Jan Wright, than half were girls. Approxi section of the universe, would not Paul, Ted Loury, Frank McDon
be
harmful
to
the
rest
of
the
mately
23
per
cent
were
blondes,
man
of the event, has appointed
pointed
to
select
officers
for
the
Harrison, Marion Bach, Vangie
jado, was discussed.
ald, Allen Kohler, Victor Meyers,
"1 tM '^er da^ and thS crow<*
perplexed
professor
coming
year,
and
the
election
will
'
reminded us that anthe
following
committees to assist
Following the meeting a demon Pease, Rowena Satterberg, Madge and 3.7 per cent were red heads. world. A
Mitch Hookins, Allen Breed, Dave
be held at the meeting on Feb her: arrangements, Betty Dixon
'
, , / u s h s e a s o n i s j u s t a r o u n d stration lecture was given by Mr. Hepburn, Barbara Ann Reimle, The remaining 73.3 per cent were speaking on the subject stated Matthews, and Douglas Powell
that he believed the world was
ruary 6.
« » *
Victor Hendriques, chemist at Marjorie Nichols and Barbara brunettes or mixtures.
and Vivienne Manary; music,
. - a wort "
* *
One college man, who considers quite safe, but he added there is
The skating party sponsored by Frances Hallmark; bids, Betty
Shewan and Jones Winery at Lodi. Nawman.
to.
MO NUTS:
the Frosh Club before Christmas Booth.
Their guests were Messrs. Or- himself an authority on the sub still one thing that he was wor
His topic was "The Chemistry of
e and Higgins have gone Wine Making," with no samples vell Fletcher, Jerry Cicinato, Bob ject, estimated that of the grand ried about. "Could there be brains
was a great success with about
Decorations, Merl Wolf, Junan
(le survey business—with given. Refreshments were served Torvend, Roy Phillips, Forest total of freshman girls forty-six with all of this beauty?'
150 persons attending.
Bronzich, Phyllis Grimshaw, Gayle
bstfTver-ry little success.
Instead of lectures, the next Rawls and Barbara Caswell; re
Honnald, Jack Erz, Wes Huddlefollowing the lecture.
• " pmbardi and Duane Sewell,
semester
program will
be freshments, Mildred Lagomarsino
*
•
*
son, Art Irish, Ray Harris, Jack
find J*® ice together. . . . Ditto
strengthened by the use of dis and Frances Richardson.
Hanner, Charles Durham, Charles
who '""l Kausch and Pete Whitcussions in which all members
Adams, A1 Codiga, Dick Bentley,
Miss Opal Berg, Mr. Robert Fek c# 4 - Jean Ferguson is learnmay participate. Dr. Waldo is the nix, Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jacoby
Bill Thomas, Dick Holman, Jack
*
jKjrllike the dancing style of
faculty adviser of the club, and and Mrs. Lucy Forkner have been
Price, Ed Denny, Harold Rogers,
"
«<'>:ith; you see, Dick is a jltGladys Bartholomew the S. C. A. invited to be present.
George Bralye, Neal Howard,
nffl. *.
Honorary
members
of
Omega
Dottie Guerin and
(1
adviser.
Rudy Rivera, AI Geiser, Jimmy
Phi Alpha fraternity, together
Norma Bentley Loses
rk * ,., ;<iddell are doing all right:
»
»
*
Knapp, Elton Cencirulo, Clem
In twenty-fife—(Pardon the spell with the mothers and patronesses
" r!t irtf ' Credit Bobbie Foster
Car Tuesday Night
Swaggerty, Roy Cencirulo and Bob
ing)
of the group, were guests of Honor
' » ' „ [e surprise of this week,
Oh where, oh where can it be.
Kientz.
Sunday afternoon at a special re
By
GALEN
HARVEY
f'®
task to see the ring.
»
»
»
ception-meeting of the fraternity.
[performances last night,
Oh whree, oh where is my little I want, I want my aged Dodge
Colored movies of England were
Mr. Richard Patriquin, retiring
^ -.ly by Margaret George and
Dodge car,
car,
president of the house, presided.
'• ' fJGay Peck. . . . Sherwood shown to the essay class last
Oh where, oh where can it be?
Oh where, oh where can it be?
Wives of the honorary mem
i'lW ™js|a Stanford import, walked Friday afternoon at a tea given
Bentley's
my
name,
With its paint so blue,
Alpha Theta Tau will honor
bers and husbands of the mothers
h Charm Cash this week by Miss Marie Breniman at her
And Norma's the same,
And its license, too,
and patronesses were included Margaret George and other mem
0®* «fthe local lads gasped. apartment on Euclid Avenue. She
Oh where, oh where can it be?
Oh where, oh where can it be.
showed pictures and gave interest
bers of the cast of "George and
among the special guests.
in
rc!
ing
talks
about
each
picture.
She
At four o'clock, a musical and Margaret" tomorrow night at
Next Sunday afternoon in the I need, I need, my little Dodge My car, my car, my sedan Dodge
, ? .,fO NUTS:
dramatic program was presented 10:30 with a formal reception at
election gag wasn't even took these moving pictures last College of the Pacific auditorium,
car,
car,
oys. You were about as summer while she visited Eng Virgil Fox, brilliant young con Oh where, oh where can it be?
Won't somebody find it for me? and newly elected officers were in the sorority house. Guests will be
land. Each picture pertained to cert organist, will make a return
troduced. Paul Rippon, new house greeted by Miss Mary Doman,
a bomb.
'Twas stolen last night, (Tuesday) Its number you see
places the class had studied dur appearance to Stockton audiences.
prexy, introduced the following as house mother, June Lane, and
o
I'm in a terrible plight, (she 5H 6603,
ing the last semester.
his corps of officers; Jerry Ci Minnie Sawyer.
Fox presented a very success
Oh where oh where can it be?
says!)
A very enjoyable evening was ful program here two year's ago.
Decorations in yellow and green
cinato
vice-president; Bill Dean,
Oh where, oh where can it be.
had by those present.
chaplain; Elton Cencirulo, house- have been planned by Harrle
Virgil Fox's career has been
manager; Hugh McWilliams, re Wooley and Charlotte Meeske,
marked by phenomenal success
Please find, please find, little
corder; Norm Davis, reporter.
assisted by Maxine Oliver and
in a relatively short time. When
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
Dodge car,
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Dr. Fred Frances Branstad. The refresh
eleven years old, he played his Oh where, oh where can it be?
Stockton Community Chest on Fri
REASONABLY PRICED
first church service; at fourteen, It came to life,
day, January 13, President Dwayne L. Farley, Dr. J. William Harris, ment committee consists of Muriel
:»•
he played in concert before
Orton, Dean Opal Berg, and Miss Dr. Gordon Patton, Dr. Malcolm Logerwell, Betty Flickinger, Betty
at
Evelyn Knowles, were elected to Eiselen, Dean James Corson, and Barry, and Lois Wheeler.
Beta Beta Beta, honorary chem twenty-five hundred people. Today,
• * *
Mr. Thomas Baxter.
in
his
twenties,
he
is
acclaimed
the
Board
of
Trustees.
CALIFORNI
istry society elected officers at its
« ! 30 *
o
1TOCKTON
A discussion whether to have
\O0
tiusual but quite successful last business meeting held Tues as one of the greatest living or
And the college widow has fal
B
a paid director from out of town
ganists.
—
' entertainment was spon- day.
Jan. 22-24 — Sun.-Wed.
His program on Sunday begins
to head the year's program was len out of "sight and memory'
'y the four campus sororiThe following officers were re
Jo r T *
the most modern collegians,
jd*j<the form of a Progressive elected: William Shepherd, presi at 4:00 p. m. Admission is twentyJEWELERS
"PARIS HONEYMOON" held. It was finally decided to do for
too.
this.
BING CROSBY,
*'» fMA held Thursday evening, dent; Rose Lee Rowe, vice-presi five cents.
A reunion for those persons who
SHIRLEY ROSS
Tlle firs*- course of
attended the Asilomar conference
dent; Irene Canton, secretarylCr &
FRANCISKA GOAL
Iv
.iner was served at Tau treasurer, and Marie Nichols, his
For better business positions
was held Wednesday night in the
—also—
Forty-Nine Drug Co.
TYPING SERVICE
y't Kappa mid the original torian.
S. C. A. rooms. The first part
HUMPHREYS
Main and EI Dorado, Ph. 1840
'
!01?8 °f a Pretzel tree; Mu
of the meeting was devoted to
"WHILE NEW YORK
(Since 1896)
o
First class work by experienced
Poplar and Voaemlte, Ph. 8140
games while the latter part was
flo was the setting of the
Beginning next fall, the Univer
School of Business
stenographer, a t
reasonable
SLEEPS"
Everything to be found in a
devoted to a discussion of the
burse; the main dish was sity of Michigan will inauguarate
Fully Accredited—NAACS
MICHAEL WHALEN
rates. Dally except Saturdays.
First-Class Pharmacy
ideas received at Asilomar that
flto the girls at Epsilon an experimental tutorial system
JOAN
WOODBURY
California
at
Weber
Stockton
Phone 7684-J.
Has a complete stock of
could be used on campus.
|Sigma.; and the delightful modeled on the Oxford plan.
Binders for the New Semester
ranging in price from 25c up,
lange of civilities was conZipper Binders from $2.25 up R
. -r
Alpha Theta Tau, with
in three sizes, fillers of all J
i- '.("Bert course and the prokinds. Also, see our laundry
cases, Fountain Pens, College
Stationary, Jewelry, Pen
•'
ly and clever satire on
nants, and a large assortment
i *i sorority house meetings
of candies.
t si' ssented by girls from each
Producers
and
Distribu
fl*9*
|sororities. Margaret TraYOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
"DISTINCTIVE
tors of the finest in
"WHERE THE FOOD
{President;
Helen
Hall,
CORSAGES"
Dairy Products
IS ALWAYS GOOD"
_.j< er; Minnie Sawyer, SecreA GOOD PLACE TO
jean Caubu, Excuse ComSERVING BREAKFAST,
PAT DUNLAP
448 West Fremont
LJean Miller, House ManFarm
Phone
LUNCH ana
DTNNER
Campus
Representative
Beverly Miller, Sup;4nd
"On the Campus
West's Lane
1261
Phone 3013
„i
Committee. All business
109 N. Sutter
for You"
2043
Pacific
Avenue
; *' V ittended to, the meeting
Phone 653
- >'
journed.
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Alpha Theta
Tau Elects
Officers

Epsilon Dance
Features
Screenland

Management Class
Sees Iron Works

Zetagatheans
Enjoy School
Theme Dance

PACIFIC PULCHRITUDE
PICKING UP, OPINE
CAMPUS AUTHORITIES

Frosh Club To
Hold Mixer
February I

Ortho Meta Hears
Wine ChemistNo Samples!

'

Omega Phi's
DODGE DODGES BENTLEY, Host To
Honoraries
CO-ED CALLS FOR CAR!

Miss Breniman
Entertains
Essay Classes

im

Alpha Theta To
Honor Cast

Organist Fox
Here Sunday

it Dinner
^Successful

Mu Zeta Rho
Plans Winter
Formal

Evening Bags
Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

Community Chest

Beta Beta Beta
Elects Officers

3

Asilomar Reunion
Held Wednesday

Chas. Haas & Sons
THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

VALLEY

FLORAL CO.

BLUE RIBBON

CUB HOUSE

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

CLOWES' DAIRY

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

The College
Bookstore
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AIMING FOR A BUCKET

A L ' S
TIGER
TALK

sports pap

Having Tough Luck

It's bad enough when your team
loses one conference game in two
overtime periods, but then to fol
low that up, with another loss via
the overtime route is enough to
give any coach the heebie-jeebies.
Then at the same time one of
your best forwards, Paul Rippon
in this case, gets himself bunged
up, and away goes your chances
of winning ball games.
That, in short, is what has hap
pened to Pacific's basketball team.
To say that the Tigers would have
beaten San Jose and made a bet
ter showing against Santa Clara if
Rippon would have been in the
line-up is only a matter of guess
work, although a high-scoring for
ward in both of these games might
have worked wonders on the final
outcome of btoh tilts.

Lou Nova, now a contender for
Joe Louis' heavyweight crown,
once was a student at the U. of
Nevada, Sacramento J. C. and
Cal Aggies. .
. At the latter
school he won the world's ama
teur heavyweight boxing crown.
. . . Chi co State and Navada open
P. W. C. festivities tonight when
they play a two-game series. . . .
The
Renoans
are
defending
champs, but will have their hands
full with the Chicoans, who have
lost only one game this season.
. . . Chris Kjeidson's Cubs have
been doing all right for them
selves,
and
although
they've
dropped several close ones they
have the makings of some fine
varsity material in a year or two.
Coach Jackson has lined up
some nice competition for his
spikesters, but with a nice crop of
veterans to form the nucleus of
his squad he should do rather
well in the coaching business this
spring. . . . The turnout this year
is probably the largest in Paci
fic's track history. ... So go to
work, you trackmen. . . , Let's
see a few of those low school
records erased and some better
times and distances go up in their
place.

"Ole Ajax" Gets
Ail-American
Mention
The good old U. S. mailman
has gladdened many a col
legian's
heart
with
that
monthly money order from
home, but little did he realize
last week that he bore the
glad tidings to Mr. Robert
Von Eggers Adamina that
the AU-Amerlcan board of
football had chosen our boy
Ajax' as one of the out
standing halfbacks of 1938.
This marks the first time in
the history of Pacific one of
our ball players came through
with the coveted Award of
Merit. Adamina, whose bril
liant play in the Chicago
game caught the eye of Chris
ty Walsh, chairman of the
All-America
board,
proved
his value to the '38 Bengal
machine by also winning first
string all conference and hon
orable mention all coast rat
ings.

l>onsker

tercollegiate League.
•
Pacific made only four field
goals in the first half and were
a badly outclassed ball club. The
Bronco's court was the smallest
the Tigers have played on ail
season
and
were
undoubtedly
hampered in their play during the
first half.
BENGALS IMPROVE

WALT KELLEY, snapped as he was aiming for two more points
for the local cause, has been one of the main scoring threats in his
first season under the Orange and Black banner.
Even greater
things are expected of him in the remaining games.

Tig ers Face
Stanfordites,
Gaels Next
Both Tilts Scheduled
After Week of Finals'
A

week from tomorrow night,

January

28,

College

of

Kjeldsonites
Face Placer
Five Tonight
At

Placer

J.

C.

tonight,

the

contest that Stockton Jaysee has
been

anticipating

slight

drubbing

ever

since

received

a

a

few

Pacific's weeks ago, will take place. The
boys are keyed up for the game

cagers take another trip to the

Bay Region, this time to tangle and ready for action, even though
with one of the strongest quintets
on the coast, the Stanford In
dians. '
Coach Dean's Stanford five has
an impressive record so far this
season, having split a two-game
series with the Trojans last week
to establish themselves as con
tenders for first place honors in
the Pacific Coast Conference.
THOSE GAELS AGAIN

Stephens, and probably Genetti
will be out because of injuries.
Between tonight's game and
February 4, the J. C. squad will
have a well-desserved rest. How
ever, the night of the first Satur
day in February, they will meet
the San Francisco Jaysee's 145
lb. team, that is coached by Tom
Wilson, who was dubbed a 'great
passer' during the time he starred
for C. O. P.
Not much is known about the
145 lb. team specifically, but the
regular team is tops in the con
ference, according to Coach Kjeldsen.

The following Tuesday night the
Francismen travel to the Moraga
campus to again meet the St.
Mary's five who dumped the Ben
gals after two overtime periods
earlier in the season.
Although injuries have been get
ting in their share of dirty work
on the Tiger quintet, the St.
Mary's lads have also been hav
ing their troubles. Joe Noonan,
sophomore guard, has a cracked
small bone in his ankle and may
not be able to play for several
weeks. But to offset this injury,
the Gaels have another pivot man,
Bill Spehar, who will re-enlist for
The
annual
Senior-Faculty
the new semester and should prove basketball brawl has definitely
a dangerous man on Harlan Dyke's been set for Tuesday night, Feb
small squad.
ruary 14, according to A1 Codiga,
Block "F" president.
RIPPON BACK
Faculty members, according to
In all probability Pnul Rippon of
inside information
which
is
the Tigers will be back in a suit
strictly on the Q. T., have been
in time for the Stanford and St.
holding secret practices for the
Mary's lilts.
Coach Francis' hoopsters will be last few days in preparation for
given a few days vacation during the coming clash.

Senior-Prof.
Casaba War
Announced

the next pesky week of finals, but
will get in a few good scrim
mages before the Stanford skirm
ish.
Tonight in Kezar Pavilion the
Moragamen tangle with the Uni
versity of San Francisco Dons in
another Northern California Loop
contest.

Northern Cal.
Confere nee
Standings

The Card of Merit, which
'Ole Ajax" will be only too
glad to exhibit, is signed
by the official All-America
committee — "Pop" Warner,
Howard Jones, Bob Zuppke,
Frank Thomas and Christy
Walsh.

Team—
Santa Clara
San Jose
U. S. F.
St. Mary's
PACIFIC

W. L
2 0
2 1
1 1
1 1
I 3

Pet.
1000
.666
.500
.500
.250

COMPLIMENTS

"Track

the Pacific and Stockto^^"

STARTING LINEUP?
"Doc" Jacoby, head of the "Old
Men's Society," would have the
opposition believe that such stal
warts as Messieurs: Corbin and
Werner at the forward positions,
Farley at the pivot spot, and
Jonte and Stanford at the guard
positions will represent the faculty
on the starting line-up. However,
from unimpeachable sources it
was learned today that Jacoby,
Kjeldson, Francis, Fen.ix and Pat
ten will actually go to war for
the Faculty cause.
This annual tilt is being spon
sored by the Block "P" Society
and should prove to be. closelyfought match, according to ad
vance publicity.

In the second half the locals
made a brilliant attempt to get
back into the game when they
creeped up to within seven points
Pf
the Broncos after trailing
badly, 25 to 13 at the half-way
point.
With Walt Kelley and
Ethan Higgins blazing away, the
Tigers played the Barsimen al
most even, scoring 24 aganist 30
points in this period.
Bruce Hale of the Broncs was
easily the outstanding man on
the floor. His superb passing, ball
handling and recoveries made him
the spark-plug of the winners. Be
sides feeding Joe Felipe and Marty
Passaglia for most of their shots,
he found time to score 13 points
himself.
Higgins, Doyle and Adamina
were outstanding for the Tigermen, playing consistent ball, al
though it didn't prove to be
enough to stop their opponents'
whirlwind attack.
Higgins was
high point man for the Tigers
with 12 points, closely followed
by
Kelley
with
10
markers.
"Duckfoot" Joe Felipe stole indi
vidual scoring honors for both
teams when he plunked in 17
points, followed by Ed Nelson
with 16 and Hale with 13.
Pacific will meet the Santa
Clarans again in a return match
on the local court February 7, a
Tuesday night affair.
SANTA CLARA (55)
Player—
fg.
Hale, f
6
Passaglia, f
4
Nelson, c
7
Felipe, g
8
McGary, g
0
Ayers, f
0
Case, f
0
D. Lautze, e
0
B. Lautze, g
0
Sankdo, f. f
0
Punchoar, g
0
Morrissey, g.
0
Totals

25
PACIFIC (37)

PlayerMcWilliams, f.
Higgins, f.
Dunlap, c
Hoffman, g. ..
Doyle, g.
Brownell, f
Avery, f
Kelly, c.
Adamina, g
Dahl, g
Koehler, g.

ft.
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

tD.
13
8
16
17
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5

55

fg. ft. tp.
2
4
4 12
2
4
0
0
1
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
5
0 10
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

Totals
13 11 37
Half-time score: Santa Clara 25,
Pacific 13.
Personal fouls — Santa Clara:
Ayers 3, Passaglia 2, Case, Nelson 2,
Felipe 2, B. Lautze, McGary 4, totals
16.
Pacific—Higgins, Dunlap 3,
Kelly, Adamina 2, Doyle 3, total 10.
Free throws missed—Santa Clara;
Hale 2, Passaglia, Felipe, McGary
2; total, 6.
Pacific: McWilliams,
H i g g i n s , D u n l a p 4, K e l l e y , t o t a l 8 .
Officials—Keith and Baily.

BILL BECKER
BREAKS LEG
AT GAME

ATTENTION,
VARSITY!
W. H. Morris, manager of
the College Book Store, is
proving that you don't have
to be one of the younger set
to appreciate a good football
team. He has ready for dis
tribution to the forty mem
bers of the varsity football
squad a key chain with plate
attached. Engraved on one
side is a college seal and
"F. W. C. '38" plus the initials
of the individual player on
the other.
Mr. Morris is one of Paci
fic's "never miss" fans and
he wishes to show his appre
ciation for the fine work this
year's varsity squad has done.
Members of the varsity squad
should call at the Book Store
and get their key chain.

Track Schedule
Posted By
Jackson
March 9—Intramural trials.
March 10 — Intramural Meet —
Open to all but letter and numeralmen. Also tryouts for varsity
teams.
March 18—Stockton J. C. vs.
Menlo J. C. (here).
March 24—Stockton J. C. vs.
Lodi (here).
March 25—College Pacific vs.
Cal. Aggies (Davis).
March 30—Interclass trials.
March 31—Interclass meet.
April 14—Stockton J. C. vs.
Placer J. C. (Auburn).
April 15—College Pacific
vs.
Chico State (here).
April 22—College Pacific vs.
Stockton J. C. (dual meet).
April 28—Stockton J. C. vs.
Stockton High (here).
April 29—College Pacific vs. San
Francisco State (there).
May 0—Far Western Confer
ence (here).
May 13—West
Coast
Relays
(Fresno).
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Coach Jackson's '39 mi)
were made on the basis],! ^
huge early season sign
the enthusiasm shown
who are already preparin
spring competitive meets?

LANKY BUD DOYLE has been one of the mainstays on both
defense and offnese on the Tiger quintet this season. His favorite
trick of plunking in long ones from mid-court have pulled the lads
out of many a tight spot when the going got tough.

Sparta Cagers Cubs Swamp
Subdue Tigers Vallejo; Lose
In Loop Tilt
To Marin J. C.
In another overtime thriller that
saw the Tigers come from behind
in the last thirty seconds of play
to tie the score, only to lose by
two points In the overtime period,
the San Jose Spartans handed
Coach Francis' quintet another
licking in the Northern Cal. Con
ference.
The Spartans jumped into an
early lead that gave them a 22 to
18 advantage as the first half
ended. They came back even
stronger in the opening minutes
of the second period and were
soon enjoying a comfortable 35-21
lead.

Injuries Take Toll
Of Local Jaysees

The rambling casaba slingers
from the Stockton Junior College
swamped Vallejo High School
with Its former Pacific varsity
star coach, "Mule" O'Dale, 38-24
last Saturday night. Daley, left
forward, was high point man with
fifteen
points to his credit.
Although the final score did not
show it, the Vallejo lads put up
a good struggle in the first half,
the period ending, SJC, 14, Vallejo,
12.
"Rusty" Russell, another for
mer basketball great from Paci
ALWAYS FIGHTING
fic, who now coaches at Palo Alto
But the Tigers hadn't given up
High School, refereed the game
hope yet and were still playing
the game for all it was worth.
In a game that threatened to
Sparked by the brilliant shooting
rival the College of the Pacific's
of Hugh ItfcWilliams, the Bengal
for thrills, the Stockton Junior
cagers began creeping up on Bill
College lost to Marin J. C. last
Hubbard's boys and with barely a
Tuesday night. At the half time,
half minute to go "Jo-Babe"' sank
the score stood, 25-25. Both teams
another of his sensational shots
had been putting up a good bat
that sent the game into the over
tle, matching the other team's
time period.
score point for point.
Lanky "Bull" Lewis was the de
MISS SET-UPS
ciding factor in the hall game,
As the second half began, a
when with only something like ten
fast break-away put one of SJC's
seconds to go in the overtime men directly under the basket,
stanza he plunked in a set-up with no one within five yards of
to give the Spartans their narrow hmi, but the excitement or nervous
victory.
strain proved too much for him
Hugh
McWilliams
was
high and he missed the shot. Taking
point man of the evening with the ball off of the backboard, a
twenty points, followed by Kotta Marin forward dribbled for the
with twelve markers. Bob Ada opposite goal until, on a fluke,
mina and Tornell and Allen of the the ball changed hands and the
victors were objected from the same SJC man stood free under
game in the second half- because the basket. Unfortunately, a sec
of fouls.
ond time he missed, and there
passed the two tallies that very
probably would have won the
game.
Late in the period, with the
score showing a difference of ten
points between the contestants,
SJC put on a drive that came
within two field
goals of netting
The College of Pacific will not them a tie, however the gun
send a representative group to sounded with the final score 46-42
compete as a body at the Snow in favor of Marin.
carnival at the University of Ne
Remarked Coach Kjeldsen, "The
vada at Reno, January 27, 28 and boys were sinking them pretty
29, but about fifteen students are well. If we had made those two
making plans to attend the novel setups, I think there would have
event.
been a different story."
Although C. O. P. will not be INJURIES COSTLY
entered as a competitor in the
Stephens, who was injured last
events, individuals may enter the week after starring in Stocktonevents and compete for prizes. Sacramento J. C. game, has been
There will be many special events out for the past few games. There
that individuals may enter.
seems to be a spot in the de
According to Dick Swain, presi fensive system of SJC that Steph
dent of the Ski Club, there will ens filled very well.
be no regular meetings unt . the
Genetti, another star of the
start of the new semester.
team, hurt himself in the Marin
game, but the seriousness of the
misfortune has not yet been de
termined.
o
San Francisco was the terminus
for Mr. O. H. Ritter's Money and
Banking class yesterday. The pur
pose of the trip was to examine
the
banking
facilities
of
the
metropolitan area.
The Federal Reserve bank was
the first stop where the elaborate
precautions for the safekeeping
of other banks' money were ex
amined by the students.
After lunch at the Palace Hotel,
the class was taken through the
Wells-Fargo bank, one of the
largest banks on the West Coast.
More than thirty students made
the jaunt.

Broncos Have Easy
Time With Dons
Coach Barsi's galloping Bron
cos won their first loop contest
last week when they dumped the
University of San Francisco' Dons
to the tune of a 34 to 25 score.
The Broncos led all the way and
had an easy time, although their
play became ragged at times.
Ignoffo of the Dons stole in
dividual honors sinking twelve
markers for the losing cause.
Passglia of the Broncos took sec
ond scoring honors with eight
markers.
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By GERTIE

Bad
luck
again
beset
Bill
Becker, editor pf the WEEKLY
and prominent in campus activi
ties, when he re-broke his leg
last Tuesday night.
Bill, originally injured in the
Cal-Aggies football game, has been
on crutches for the last two
months. Tuesday he travelled to
Santa Clara for the Pacific-Santa
Clara basketball game, and while
watching Pacific go down to de
feat by 55-37 score he slipped,
again breaking the injured leg.
SENIORS COCKY
X-rays were taken Wednesday at
The Senior quintet, always a the informary, and the leg was re
cocky group up to the time the cast, so letters addressed to The
game begins, have not announced Editor will be forwarded to the
their starting line-up as yet, and infirmary for the next few weeks.
according to last minute reports,
they
have
not
even
started
practices!
So, casaba fans, if you want the
"bestest of the best" in basketball
entertainment (and we do mean
Junior
College students can
entertainment) then don't forget
finish their registration by first
the Senior-Faculty battle pf next
paying the fees and then filing the
month. Both sides are confident
of victory, so a close game with books in the J. C. offjee TODAY.
San Jose's Spartan quintet con
Registrar L. E. Windmiller urges
thrills and action gdlore are ex
all who can to do so, because tinued their winning ways last
pected before the final gun booms.
preference will be given on Jan Monday night when they scored
uary 30 to the incoming fresh an upset against the favored
Gaels of St. Mary's and came
men.
through with a 45 to 43 victory.
The win was the second for
REMEMBER CHILDREN
the San Joseans, while it was the
if finals don't get you, registra
first defeat for the Moragans in
tion will.
Northern Cal. Conference play.

J. C. Registration
Finish Today!

I during

GaMSvaiitliigs
With the lend of the semester
comes a definite halt in girls'
activities for a while at least.
The two tournaments that are
supposedly going on now will
probably Ije dropped and team
sports will not start for some
time. The award siptem is still
the same as no action has been
taken.
Probably . for the first time this
semester the gym costumes will
be taken home for a good tub
bing on the January 30th dead
line. All baskets must be emptied
by then for the remaining ar
ticles will be sold to new students.
Then comes all the misery of
remembering a new number and
not yelling out the old one to
Jean and Jeanne Inc.
Still no snow, so the group who
went to the cabin two weeks ago
had to go to Big Trees for any
snow sports. Miss Hill, Lovella
Hawley,
Joyce
Blockman,
La
Verne Lagarrio, and Mildred Baptista spent part of the time work
ing around the cabin and then
went on to have a good time,
returning for supper.
For the dancing final the girls
can either take a test on dance
technique or make up a dance
for a group performance.
The swimming team is getting
places, for eight girls have seen
Betty Moore already with a num
ber of others waiting 'til finals
are over to try out for extra
activities.

will be about j

cent stronger at the Co] (fit"

If. A. A.

San Jose Cops
One From Gaels

Grant and Weber Sts.

Prospects Look Gv
In Practice Sessio#
Says Coach Jacksc

Displaying a speedy brand of basketball that the
Tiger hoopmen were unable to stand up against, the
Santa Clara Broncos scored an easy 55 to 37 victory
over Pacific's cagers last Tuesday night and maintained
their undefeated record in the Northern California In

Second Half Team

So far this season the Bengal
cagers have been playing much
better ball in the second half
periods. In both San Jose tilts
the locals displayed a better brand
of ball handling and shooting in
the second halves. And the sr.me
thing can certainly be said about
the St. Marys and Santa Clara
contests.
When the Tigers begin playing
up to par in both halves—then
we'll have something that will
make them sit up and take notice.

Ale\

WATCH 'EM CLOSE, BUD Fifteen Vet
Will Help
Spikemen

BRONCOS HAVE EASY TIME
IN TAKING BENGALS
INTO CAMP, 55-37

By ALEX DONSKER
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SHEPHERD & GREEN
While
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INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California

PAT MIRAGLIO'S
MOTOR SERVICE

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

RICHFIELD PRODUCTS
Pat Miraglio
Russ Aitken
2405 Pacific Ave.

.

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
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